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The massively parallel processing capacity of GPGPUs requires a large register file (RF), and its size keeps
increasing to support more concurrent threads from generation to generation. Using traditional SRAM-based
RFs, there are concerns in both area cost and energy consumption, and soon they will become unrealistic. In
this work, we analyze the feasibility of using STTRAM-based RF designs, which have benefits in terms of
smaller silicon area and zero standby leakage power. However, STTRAM long write latency and high write
energy bring new challenges. Therefore, we propose a write-aware STTRAM-based RF architecture (WarRF),
which contains two techniques: Split Bank Write modifies the arbitrator design to increase the parallelism
of read and write accesses in the same bank; Write Pool reduces the number of repeated write accesses to
RFs. Our experiment shows that the performance of STTRAM-based RF is improved by 13% and up to
23% after adopting WarRF. In addition, the energy consumption is reduced by 38% on average compared to
SRAM-based RFs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Graphics processing units (GPUs) are massively parallel processors originally designed
for graphics applications. Recently, to enable the acceleration on parallel data processing, general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) is studied and
developed rapidly. By utilizing traditional GPUs, GPGPUs are targeted for nongraphics workloads which demand high computational performance. In industry, Nvidia
and AMD have already released many GPGPU products [NVIDIA Corporation 2009;
Brookwood 2010].
Different from CPUs, GPGPUs can achieve teraFLOP peak performance by exploiting thread-level parallelism. For example, Nvidia GTX680 GPU provides 3090
GFLOPS/s with 1536 cores [NVIDIA 2012]. This high performance of GPGPUs comes
from the large number of parallel threads executed in a SIMD (Single-Instruction
Multiple-Data) fashion. In addition, GPGPUs typically implement a hardware-based
context switch among threads to hide the long latency of memory operations. In order
to achieve this, GPGPUs have a large number of registers to hold states and contents of
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all the active threads. For instance, each streaming multiprocessor (SM) in the Nvidia
Fermi architecture is equipped with a 128KB register file (RF) which supports up to
1,536 active threads [NVIDIA Corporation 2009]. Compared to the RF in CPUs (e.g.,
2KB in total for a 64-bit CPU with 128 int/128 FP registers), the RF in GPGPUs is
much larger (e.g., 2MB in total for the top-tier Fermi chip). Therefore, the area cost
and the energy consumption of RFs should be carefully evaluated in GPGPU design.
Traditionally, SRAM is used to build the RFs in GPGPUs, but it brings two issues.
First, SRAM-based RFs occupy a significant amount of chip area since each SRAM
cell has six transistors. Second, SRAM is power-unfriendly because of its large leakage
power. Thus, it is necessary to explore new memory technologies other than SRAM to
save area and reduce energy in designing RFs for next-generation GPGPUs.
Recently, spin-transfer torque RAM (STTRAM) is being studied as one of the potential
alternatives for SRAM. STTRAM has advantages in cell density and process scalability
compared to SRAM. Previous works showed that the size of an STTRAM cell can be
80% smaller than an SRAM one [Kawahara et al. 2008]. More importantly, STTRAM
has nonvolatility which means it can eliminate standby leakage power from memory
cells. These two properties match the design requirement of large GPGPU RFs in terms
of area and energy savings.
However, despite the potential benefits of using STTRAM-based GPGPU RFs, there
are new challenges as well. STTRAM has similar read latency and energy consumption
compared to SRAM, but it has much longer write latency and higher write energy [Dong
et al. 2008; Sun et al. 2009]. Thus, replacing SRAM RFs by STTRAM ones directly
brings two problems: First, the GPGPU system performance is degraded significantly
considering STTRAM write latency is much longer than SRAM; Second, the dynamic
energy consumption of STTRAM RFs is much larger than SRAM ones because of its
higher write energy, which offsets the benefit coming from the leakage energy saving.
To solve these two issues, we propose a sophisticated Write-AwaRe Register File
design using STTRAM (WarRF), which contains two techniques as follows.
—Split bank write (SBW). It modifies the arbitrator design to distribute nonconflicting
reads and writes to the same RF bank in order to increase the access parallelism.
—Write pool (WPool). With two-level warp scheduling, it adds a write pool between the
arbitrator and the RF to reduce repeated write accesses.
We combine these techniques to form our WarRF design. WarRF improves system
performance and reduces energy consumption, and it has small hardware overhead
(smaller than 6%). Our experimental results show that the performance of an Nvidia
Fermi GTX480 GPGPU system is improved by 13% on average and up to 23% after
adopting WarRF. This performance improvement offsets the performance loss caused
by STTRAM long write latency in replacing SRAM-based RF directly. In addition, compared to SRAM RF, the energy consumption of WarRF is reduced by 38% on average
due to the nonvolatility of STTRAM and the write traffic reduction of the WPool technique. Therefore, WarRF makes STTRAM a more attractive option for RF design in
future GPGPU systems.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. GPGPU and Register File Architecture

GPGPUs usually consist of many small cores, and each core includes multiple data
processing lanes (e.g., 32 in Fermi), an L1 data/instruction cache, a shared memory, a
register file, multiple schedulers, and multiple computing units [NVIDIA 2009]. There
are thousands of threads processing simultaneously in the GPU core to fully utilize the
parallelism. The number of threads is determined by the hardware resource.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of operand collectors.

GPGPUs issue threads in groups, and we call each group a warp (e.g., 32 threads
in one warp in Fermi). All the threads in one warp are executed in a SIMD fashion.
At each clock cycle, the instruction scheduler selects a ready warp for execution and
issues it to the data path. Another special GPGPU feature is to switch from one warp to
another without any latency. Because of this, GPGPUs can hide long latency memory
operations and keep their pipelines busy even if some warps are stalled. In order to
implement this instant context switch, each thread allocates some dedicated registers
from the RF. This is the reason why GPGPU requires huge RFs, and GPU RF size is
orders of magnitude larger than CPU RF size. For example, each stream multiprocessor
(SM) in the Nvidia Fermi architecture has 32,768 32-bit registers, and the RF size can
be as large as 2MB for the entire GPGPU chip [NVIDIA 2010]. This RF size still
keeps increasing over product generations to support more threads and provide higher
performance.
Moreover, GPGPU RF must support multiple memory operations simultaneously. To
achieve this, Nvidia uses a banked RF architecture combing multiple single ported RF
to avoid the big hardware overhead of using multi-port memory array. The design of
operand collectors is further devised to distribute accesses to different RF banks and
avoid bank conflicts since one bank can only handle one access at each cycle [Liu et al.
2010].
Figure 1 shows the detailed architecture of operand collectors. When an instruction
is received from the decode stage, an available collector unit is allocated to store the
register identifier, operand data, etc. Meanwhile the source operand read requests are
queued in the arbitrator. The arbitrator contains read queues for each register bank.
It selects a group of nonconflicting accesses and sends them to RF at every cycle. As
each operand is read out of the register file and placed into the corresponding collector
unit, it is marked as ready. Finally, when all the operands are ready, the instruction is
issued to a SIMD execution unit. In addition, each execution unit and memory port has
an independent issue port from the operand collector to avoid the stall due to shared
writebacks.
2.2. STTRAM Technology

As an enhanced variant of Magnetic RAM (MRAM), spin-transfer torque
RAM (STTRAM) has advantages of lower power consumption and better scalability. As
shown in Figure 2, the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) is the basic storage element
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Fig. 2. The conceptual view of an STT-RAM cell.

in STTRAM, which is composed of two ferromagnetic layers. One layer has a fixed
magnetization direction, and the direction of another one is free and can be changed. If
the relative direction of these two layers is the same, the MTJ is in the low resistance
state; otherwise, it is in the high resistance state. The current flowing from bitline to
sourceline or from sourceline to bitline can turn the cell into different states.
Compared to SRAM, STTRAM has smaller area and zero standby leakage. The
STTRAM cell size is currently in the range of 13F 2 to 100F 2 [Kawahara et al. 2008;
Tsuchida et al. 2010] where F is the feature size, which is much smaller than the SRAM
size (e.g., 146F 2 [Thoziyoor et al. 2008]). Considering the size of RFs in modern GPGPU
is very large (e.g., 2MB in Fermi), using STTRAM can greatly reduce the silicon area
occupied by RFs. In addition, STTRAM cell does not leak power during standby thanks
to its nonvolatility. Previous works [Goswami et al. 2013; Jing et al. 2013] showed that
RFs consume 20%–40% of the total GPGPU power, and the leakage portion can be
over 40% for some workloads. Thus, using STTRAM-based RFs is an attractive power
saving option.
3. SPLIT BANK WRITE
3.1. Motivation

For SRAM-based RFs, read and write accesses have similar latency and both can be
finished in one cycle. Thus, the arbitrator sends a group of accesses to RF at each cycle.
But, for STTRAM-based RFs, write access has much longer latency than read, and it
needs multiple cycles to finish. Therefore, when a write access is operated in one RF
bank, the read/write accesses to the same bank need to wait until the write operation is
finished. If all the requests in the queues conflict with the current writes, the pipeline
has to stall.
To improve the parallelism of read and write accesses to RFs, we explore an inherent feature of STTRAM memory array circuitry. SRAM commonly uses voltage sense
amplifiers which partially share circuit with write drivers. On contrary, STTRAM uses
current sensing, which is generally more complicated and requires larger sense amplifiers. In addition, write drivers and sense amplifiers are separated entirely. As shown
in Figure 3, different from SRAM, each STTRAM memory array is usually divided to
two subarrays, which share sense amplifiers placed in the middle. Therefore, separated
read and write paths to two different subarrays inside one bank can still be operated
simultaneously in STTRAM arrays.
Thus, we propose the Split Bank Write technique (SBW), in which the arbitrator
treats a read access and a write access to the same RF bank but different subarrays
nonconflicting.
3.2. Implementation of SBW

To implement SBW, we add two buffers in the arbitrator, as shown in Figure 4.
Write Busy (WBusy) Buffer. It is used to memorize the banks which are occupied
by write accesses. Assuming the write cycle count of STTRAM RFs is n times longer
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Fig. 3. The layouts of SRAM and STTRAM arrays. In STTRAM array, separated read and write paths to
different subarrays can be operated in parallel.

Fig. 4. The architecture of Split Bank Write technique.

compared to the one of SRAM RFs (e.g., n equals to 3 in this work), WBusy buffer
contains m = log2 n bits for each RF bank to store the remaining cycles of the current
writes.
Subarray id Buffer. It is used to store the identifier of the accessed subarray when
a write happens. This buffer contains only one bit for each RF bank since each bank
is divided to two subarrays. In addition, the input address buffer for each RF bank is
decoupled for two subarrays.
After adding these two buffers, the work flow of the arbitrator is modified as follows
to distribute nonconflicting reads and writes to RF banks.
—First, the arbitrator reads WBusy buffer. If the corresponding entry for bank M is
0, it means that bank M is free to assign any access; otherwise, it means bank M is
occupied by a write access, and the arbitrator needs to read the corresponding entry
in Subarray id buffer in order to get the accessed subarray identifier.
—Second, the arbitrator uses the same algorithm as the traditional one [Liu et al.
2010] to decide a group of nonconflicting accesses (Gaccess ) and sends them to RF. The
input is the status of read queues for each register bank and writeback informations
from ALU and memory units. The only difference here is that the accessed subarrays
in banks with nonzero WBusy entry are all avoided.
—Next, for the bank chosen to write in Gaccess , the arbitrator sets the corresponding
entry in WBusy buffer to n − 1 (e.g., 2 in this work). In addition, the arbitrator
calculates which subarray is used for this register address, and the identifier (0 or
1) is stored in Subarray id buffer.
—Then, the arbitrator subtracts all the other nonzero entries in WBusy buffer by 1
since the write accesses have just consumed one cycle.
An example is shown in Figure 4 to illustrate the work flow. Assuming that at a
certain cycle the arbitrator finds there is a read request for RF Bank 1 in the queue.
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It reads WBusy buffer and finds that the data in entry 1 is “2”, which means Bank 1
is occupied by a write access that needs two more cycles to finish. Without the SBW
technique, this read access needs to be blocked until the write is finished. But, when
SBW is adopted, the arbitrator reads Subarray id buffer and finds the write is operated
in subarray 1 of Bank 1. Thus, this read can be issued normally if it accesses subarray 0.
4. WRITEBACK POOL
4.1. Motivation

Besides longer write latency, write energy of STTRAM-based RFs is also much larger
than SRAM-based ones. SBW is designed to reduce the performance overhead, but it
does not reduce the total access count as well as the dynamic energy. Thus, we still
need other techniques to solve this problem.
GPGPU usually has many warps running in parallel. Two-level warp scheduler was
proposed in previous works to manage the warps and utilize computational resources
more effectively [Gebhart et al. 2011a; Narasiman et al. 2011]. It partitions warps into
an active set eligible for execution and an inactive pending set waiting for long latency
operations. A warp encountering a stall-inducing event can be demoted to the pending
set, and a pending warp can be promoted to the active set when it is ready.
This two-level warp scheduler provides an opportunity to reduce the write access
number to RFs. Only active warps require register accesses, and the number of active
warps is relatively small compared to the total warp number. Before being moved to the
pending set, an active warp might write some registers repeatedly, and it is possible to
avoid these repeated write accesses. On the basis of this concept, we propose the Write
Pool (WPool) technique.
4.2. Implementation of WPool

We add a small SRAM-based write buffer between the arbitrator and the RF, so that
write accesses initiated by an active warp can be temporarily held in this write buffer
and only written back to the STTRAM-based RF when this buffer is full. In addition,
the entries containing the registers for pending warps are replaced out firstly.
Architecture of WPool. As shown in Figure 5, WPool consists of two components.
—WPool Indicator. It is placed in the arbitrator and has N entries, where N is a designer
parameter to tune the balance between energy saving and hardware overhead (we
use N=60 in this work). Each indicator entry includes 4 fields: warp id, register id,
dirty bit and WPool id, in which dirty bit indicates whether an entry is occupied or
not, warp id and register id store the write access information, WPool id points to an
entry in the second WPool component which actually stores the register data.
—WPool Array. It is a separate small SRAM buffer which also has N entries. Each
entry stores two fields: WPool id is used to connect with WPool Indicator; data array
stores the register data, in which the size of one entry is the same with the size of
one register multiplied by the thread number in one warp since all threads in a warp
execute same instructions.
Work flow of WPool. The arbitrator decides the access group as described in Section 3,
and the write pool is considered as a separate bank besides all the other register banks
when nonconflicting accesses are selected.
As shown in Figure 5, if there is a access to bank M, the arbitrator firstly checks
WPool Indicator using warp id and register id, and then its behavior is as follows.
—If it is a read access, the arbitrator sets RD EN and RD Sel correspondingly to choose
between WPool and RF. Besides, if the data is in WPool, ID Sel is set as WPool id.
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Fig. 5. The architecture of Write Pool technique.

—If it is a write hit, the arbitrator sends WPool id to WPool Array by ID Sel and sets
WR EN to 1. Thus, the data is written to the corresponding entry in WPool Array.
—If it is a write miss and the arbitrator finds an empty entry in WPool Indicator, its
behavior is the same as a write hit. It sends ID Sel to WPool Array and writes the
data to the empty entry.
—If it is a write miss and there is no empty entry left, the arbitrator chooses an entry
to replace. It sends ID Sel as the selected WPool id, and sets WB EN to 1 in order to
write the old data into RFs. Then WR EN is set to 1 and the new data is loaded to
WPool Array.
Note that SBW is also adopted here to make sure write accesses are operated correctly
without blocking other accesses.
Replacement policy. The replacement policy of WPool is modified based on Least
Recently Used (LRU) policy, which discards the least recently used items first. Different
from LRU, we change the policy as follows. When a warp is demoted to the pending
list from the active set, all the entries in WPool Indicator with this warp id are shifted
to LRU side. It is because register accesses only happen in active threads, and the
registers allocated for a pending warp will only be accessed when this warp is active
again. The interval between a warp is demoted and promoted is usually very long
since the pending warp is waiting for long latency operations, such as off-chip DRAM
accesses. Thus, writing back the dirty data occupied by pending warps can save space
for active warps.
5. IMPLEMENTATION OVERHEAD

We combine these two techniques to form our WarRF design. The implementation
overhead of WarRF is small. For SBW, it does not bring any circuit overhead on memory
arrays since it explores an existing special feature of STTRAM array. The only overhead
is two small buffers (e.g., 48 bits) located in the arbitrator, and the modification on the
arbitrator algorithm is also small. For WPool, the overhead mainly comes from WPool
array. In this work, we choose 60 as the entry number, which brings smaller than
6% overhead compared to the RF size. And this overhead can be reduced further by
adjusting the number of WPool entries. The energy overhead of one access to WPool
array is about 0.08pJ/bit calculated by NVSim [Dong et al. 2012], and it is also included
in our experimentel results.
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Table I. Simulation Configuration
Parameter

Value

Core Number
Clock (Core/Icnt/DRAM)
SIMD Width
Warp Size
Registers Per Core
Register File Banks
Shared Memory
Shared Memory Banks
L1/Cons/Tex Cache
L2 Cache

15 cluster, 1 core/cluster
0.7/1.4/0.924 GHz
32
32
128KB
16
48KB
32
16KB/8KB/12KB
786KB

Table II. Characteristics of SRAM and STTRAM
RFs (22nm)
Memory type

SRAM

STTRAM

Cell factor (F2 )
Read latency (ns)
Write latency (ns)
Read energy (pJ/bit)
Write energy (pJ/bit)
Leakage power (uW/bank)
Area (mm2 )

146
0.69
0.67
0.37
0.32
25
4.1

40
0.88
4.12
0.42
0.72
0.3
1.1

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1. Experiment Methodology

We model a contemporary GPU SIMT processor, which is similar to the Nvidia Fermi
GTX480 GPU [NVIDIA 2010] using our modified version of GPGPU-Sim [Bakhoda et al.
2009]. Our modification to GPGPU-Sim includes an asymmetric read/write latency
model for RFs, a modification to the arbitrator, and the WarRF implementation. We
select the simulation workloads from GPGPU-Sim benchmark suite [Bakhoda et al.
2009] and Rodinia benchmark [Che et al. 2009].
Table I shows the architecture-level configurations. Each GPU core is equipped with a
128KB register file which consists of 16 banks. In addition, all the circuit-level parameters (e.g., read/write latency and energy consumption) are obtained from NVSim [Dong
et al. 2012] and are shown in Table II. It shows that STTRAM-based RF has much
smaller area and leakage power compared to SRAM-based one. But, the write latency
and the write energy of STTRAM-based RF are much larger. It should be noted that
although the write latency of STTRAM is about 7 times longer than SRAM as shown
in Table I, the write cycle counts of STTRAM RFs is only 3 times longer than SRAM
ones in this system.
6.2. Performance Improvement of WarRF

Figure 6 illustrates the normalized IPC of different systems. Compared to SRAMbased RF, STTRAM-based one degrades the system performance due to its longer
write latency. Observed from Figure 6, the overall performance of STTRAM baseline is
degraded by 14% compared to SRAM RF. This is also the problem addressed by WarRF.
First, the SBW technique improves the system performance by issuing reads and
writes to different subarrays in the same bank. Compared to STTRAM baseline,
the overall system performance after adopting SBW is boosted by 7% (up to 11%).
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Fig. 6. The normalized IPC compared between STTRAM baseline RF, SBW, WarRF and SRAM RF based
systems.

Fig. 7. The write traffic reduction after adopting the WPool technique.

Moreover, the system performance is further improved by 6% on average (up to 14%)
after adopting the WPool technique because the write traffic to STTRAM RF is reduced.
Combining these two techniques, WarRF can improve the performance of STTRAMbased RF by 13% on average and up to 23%. In general, the workload with more RF
write traffic benefits more from our WarRF architecture since the long write latency is
originally the bottleneck of the baseline system.
Thus, by adopting WarRF, STTRAM-based RF can achieve comparable performance
with SRAM-based one, and the difference is only about 2.5% on average.
6.3. Write Access Reduction and Energy Consumption Saving

Adopting WPool in WarRF can help to reduce the number of write accesses to RF.
Figure 7 shows that the write traffic to RF is reduced by 31% on average and up to 83%
using WPool. It brings benifits in terms of both performance improvement and energy
saving.
Figure 8 shows the normalized energy consumption of different systems and each
value is broken down to leakage energy and dynamic energy. The energy overhead to
access WPool array is also included in the results. Compared to SRAM-based RF, the total energy consumption of STTRAM baseline is reduced by 32% on average because the
leakage energy of STTRAM is only about 1% of SRAM. But, we can also observe that
the dynamic energy of STTRAM baseline is increased about 49% on avearge because
the write energy of STTRAM is much larger. As a result, for some workloads, the total
energy consumption after adopting STTRAM-based RF is not decreased but increased,
such as LPS, in which the energy consumption is increased by 18%.
After adopting WarRF, the dynamic energy is decreased since the write traffic to RF
is reduced. As shown in Figure 8, the energy consumption of WarRF is further reduced
by 7.4% on average and up to 24%. As a result, the overall energy consumption of
WarRF is reduced by 38% compared to SRAM-based RF.
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Fig. 8. The normalized energy consumption compared between SRAM RF, STTRAM RF, and WarRF.

To study on the tradeoff between performance and energy, we introduce another metric, the energy-delay product (EDP), which is advocated by Gonzalez and
Horowitz [Gonzalez and Horowitz 1996]. Since the overall energy consumption of WaRF
is 38% smaller and the performance of WaRF is dropped only by 2.5%, we can compare
the EDP of these two systems as follows:
EDP(War RF)
= (1 − 38%) × (1 + 2.5%) = 0.64.
EDP(SRAM RF)

(1)

Therefore, the EDP of WarRF is much smaller, which makes the system based on
WarRF a better choice.
6.4. Silicon Area Saving

Another advantage of STTRAM-based RF is the silicon area reduction due to its much
smaller cell size. Based on Table II, an 2MB STTRAM RF can save about 68% area
compared to an SRAM one, in which the overhead of WarRF is also added. Therefore,
considering comparable performance and the area/energy savings, STTRAM-based RFs
enhanced by WarRF makes itself a more attractive choice in replacing SRAM ones.
7. RELATED WORK

Some previous works focused on GPGPU RF architecture design using traditional
SRAM. Gebhart et al. [2011a] proposed a register file caching and a two-level warp
scheduler to hide memory access latency. A compile-time managed multi-level register
file hierarchy is also proposed [Gebhart et al. 2011b]. A power efficient register file
is evaluated by aggressively moving a register into drowsy state [Abdel-Majeed and
Annavaram 2013]. Some other works explored how to replace SRAM-based RFs with
other memory technologies. Yu et al. [2011] proposed a SRAM-DRAM hybrid RFs in
fine-grained multi-threading. Jing et al. [2013] proposed an eDRAM-based energyefficient RF design. Goswami et al. [2013] proposed a resistive memory based RF with
power-performance co-optimization.
In this work, we study on the feasibility of using STTRAM-based RF design and how
to mitigate its disadvantages of long write latency and high write energy. There are also
some previous works focused on mitigating the performance penalty caused by long
write latencies of STTRAM. A dual write speed scheme is proposed by Xu et al. [2011]
to improve the average access time. A hybrid cache architecture with read-preemptive
write buffers [Smullen et al. 2011] is proposed by Sun et al. Other works traded off
the STTRAM nonvolatility to improve the write speed [Smullen et al. 2011; Sun et al.
2011].
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8. CONCLUSION

GPGPUs usually have large size of register files to implement the zero overhead switch
between threads. RFs are built with SRAM by default, but the scaling of SRAM is
constrained by cell density and leakage energy. STTRAM is a new nonvolatile memory
technology and is explored as one of the potential alternatives for SRAM because of
its smaller cell area and zero standby leakage power. However, STTRAM-based RFs
face the problems of performance loss and higher dynamic energy due to longer write
latency and higher write energy. In this work, we propose a write-aware STTRAMbased RF (WarRF) for GPGPUs, which contains two techniques: SBW modifies the
arbitrator design to increase the parallelism of read and write accesses; WPool reduces
the number of repeated write accesses to RFs. Our experiment shows that by adopting
WarRF, the STTRAM-based system performance is improved by 13% on average and
the energy consumption is reduced by 7.4% further, which makes STTRAM RF a more
attactive choice.
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